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ABSTRACT 
This report describes the work completed in the developnlent of a high perfor- 
mance static cryogenic heat transfer system. An analysis was conducted which verified 
thc high performance capability of a %on-wetting cryogenic capillary-pumped-loop. lt  
A s  a result, an investigation was undertaken to determine the feasibility of obtaining a 
nan-wetting cryogesic liquid/solid combination, Results of a literature search indicated 
that this w a  feasible for cryogenic liquids provided that low energy solid surfaces are 
used. Contact angle measurements of liquid nitrogen, oxygen, and Freon 13 on various 
low e n e r g  surfaces were made, The results of these measurements showed that all of 
the test samples were wet by L'oe different cryogenic liquids; the highest contact angle 
measured was NO. 
The results of the c o m c t  angle measurcrncnts did not absolutely rule out the 
possibility of obtaining a wick structure which is non-wetting with cryogenic liquids. 
howcvcr, in the interest of developing a high-performance static cryogenic heat trans- 
fer  system within the time limitation of this contract, ihe development of a heat pipe 
which utilized a wetting "arterialqq wick was pursued. An experimental model whose 
artery design was optimized to facilitate start-up was fabricated and tested. Nitrogen 
was used as the working fluid, The experimental model has a heat transport capability 
greater than 1500 watt-cm which is well in excess of projected requirements for space- 
craft applications employing cryogenic heat pipes. Once primed, the heat pipe was 
relatively insensitive to gravity and was able to support a static elevation head (q = 0) 
of 3.75 cm, Approximately 25 watts of electrical power was transported by the model 
when oriented in an adverse condition in which the condenser section was 0.25 cm 
below the evaporator section of the heat pipe. The total temperature drop between the 
evaporator and the Equid nitrc,nen bath was 1 8 O ~  for  this codition. Repeatable start- 
up and self-priming was also demnstrated. 
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Section 1 
IhT RODUCT ION 
Cryogcnic heat pipes, as yct, have not bccn reduced to practice. The purpose 
of this rcscarch program was to iictcrrninc thc feasibility of a static cryogcnic heat 
transfer system which is relstively inscnsi'ii-re LO gravity and has a high heat transport 
capability. These rcquircnlcnts lead to a heat pipc whkh employs a composite wick 
structure. This type of wick is characterized by having high capillary pum~ing and 
low viscous losses for the liquid fiow. A partictllarly attractive configuration for 
cryogenic application consists of a capillary-pumped loop with a non-wetting pumping 
surface at its condenser section. In addition to possessing the features of a composite 
wick, a design of this type has the potential advantage of simplifying start-up in a 
cryogenic heat pipe. 
An analytic investigation was performed to determine the feasibility of a nen- 
wetting capillary pumped loop. ~ h &  maximum heat transport capability (q L ) was f 
determined taking into account the sonic vapor limitation as well as the more common 
capillary pumping limit. Results of the analysis indicate that a non-wetting cryogenic 
capillary-pumped loop is feasible and has a maximum heat transport capability in excess 
of 5000 watt-cm in the horizontal position. The static wicking height would be 100 crn o r  
greater with this system elren for very shallow n~n-welting contact angles. 
The use of a non-wetting pumping surface requires that tbd contact angle between 
the working liquid and 3 e  capillary structure be greater than ninety degrees. Practically 
all previous contact angle measurements had been performed at room temperature; there 
b essentially no mention of cryogenic contact an@e data in the literature. As a result, 
in order to evaluate the feasibility of a non-wetting system it was necessary to perform 
cryogccnic dontact 3ngk measurements. To this end, an extensive literature survey was 
conducted to establish what solid-cryogenic liquid combinations have the greatest poten- 
tial for non-wetting. Results of the survey indicated that non-wetting by cryogenic liquids 
should be fcasiblc and that thc most promising solid surfaces are those which have a very 
low surface energy or critical surface tension. The lowest surface energies are obtained 
for perfluoroacid monolayers r?eposited on a metallic substrate. Tetlon and polyethylene 
as well as several low energy coatings also qualify. Clem metallic surfaces have very 
high surface energies and are wetted by most liqdids. 
Contact angle measurements of liquid nitrogen, oxygen, and Freon 13 on the var- 
ious low energy surfaces and on reference high energy surfaces were performed. The 
"tilting platett method was used to establish the contact angle. The experimental results 
showed that all of the test samples were wet by the different cryogenic liquids; the highest 
0 
contact angle measured was 30 . This was obtained for liquid nitrogen on a monolayer of 
pernuorodecanoic wid. Most of the surfaces tested exhibited contact angles which were 
less than 15'. It is possible that the room temperature results and related theory are 
not applicable at cryogenic temperatures. The very low contact angles codd also be 
explained by the existiag theory if the critical surface tension of the solid had increased 
in the cryogenic temperaturd regime. Another possibility suggested by Zisman* is 
that there are impurities such as neon, argon, etc., in the cryogenic test liquids which 
could have reduced their surface tensions considerably and therein the potential for non- 
wetting. 
The cryogenic contact w l e  measurements do not absolutely rule out the feasi- 
bil ity of obtaining non-wetting cryogedc liquid/solid combinations. However, in the 
*Dr. Zisman is an administrator of the Naval Research Laboratory's Caemical Division 
and is a leader irr the field of Surface Chemistry. 
intercst of dcvcloping a high-performance static: cryogenic heat ti-aosfer system within 
the time limitation of :'-is contract further contact mgic  measurcmcnts were not madc, 
and thc Jovclopmcnt of a hcat pi* which utilizcd a wctting "arterial*' wick structure was 
pursued. The arterial besign was chosen because its ability to operate as a composite 
1 
wick had been demonstrat,& with conventional heat pipe fluids. An experimental model 
containing an a;ll . teq which was optimized to facilitate start-up with liquid nitrogen 
was fabricated and tested. The artery has a 1.6 mm diameter and was formed from 200 
mesh staiiess steel screen. It is contained in an aluminum tube (l. 27 cm 0. I). x 91 cm 
long) whicb was threaded internally over its length to provide circumferential distrihtioa 
of the working liquid. The heat pipe was wrapped with super-insulation and tested in a 
thermal vacuum camber whme walls were at room temperature. Heat was dissipated 
at the ooPdeaser section to a liquid nitrogen bgtb at atmogpberic pressure. Liquid nitro- 
gen was also used as tbe he=it pipe working fluid. 
Results of the tests demonst- t3lat a cryogenic wetting arterial heat pipe is 
feasible as well  as practical, Performaaxe data indicate that tbe maximum transport 
capability of this partiarlar design is greater than 1500 watt-cm ia r 211gz eaviruameat. 
The data also shows that tbe system can support a 3.5 cm static elevatiom b a d  of liquid 
nitrogen. Appn,ximately 25 wat@i of electrical power was transported by the model 
when oriented in an adverse condition ia which the comhnser section was 0.25 cm below 
the ewrator section of the heat pipe, The total tempembm drop between the evapo- 
rator the liquid nitragecl b.th au 1 8 O ~  for thi. um~ioa, -1e start-up atxi 
self-priming waa also de- 
B i s m ~ ~ W ~ r t e s t s b e r m Y i a d P r l w i f h t h e ~ h e a t p i p e  
to establish the eeaf+&utiag rdhbir y anxi to obtaiP bask informath related to it8 
neat transport c=Lp3bili@. In addition, the present design could be modified to improve 
its overall performnancr. 
ANALYTIC INVESTIGATION OF A 
NON-VJhXTE HEAT PIPE SYSTEM 
The p~ojected d m u m  transport requirement (q Lt) for cryogenic heat pipe 
q@ic%iolls is  oa the order oi 1000 W-cm, It would seem that this requirement would 
be easy to achieve, particdarly when ambient laeat pipes have been tested to approxi- 
5 1 
10 W-em. However. for c ~ g o g ~ ~ ,  the liquid transport factor 6). which is 
a measure of heat -port capability, is =ore than am order of ma@tade lower than 
for commoa ambient temperahme fluids, In ndditinp, cryogenic liquids have relatively 
low surface teasions and sli@& miso- in a gravity field can seriously &tract 
from the perhrmance of cryogeaic hat Pipes. The requirements for a higb-performance 
static c r g e c  heat tmms6er system which is relatively insensitive to gravity fields has 
directed the lrnrestQpti0p W a k i t  pipe which employs a wcompsite wick strwtue." * 
Although r composite wick can provide high heat transport capability, it does have poten- 
tial start-up problems, To ficilitate start-up of a crgogemic heat pipe a m-wetthg wick 
This section presents a qP4litative evaluation d a nun-wetting heat pipe which 
employs a composite wick and a parametric analysis for predicting the maximum trans- 
port capability of such a system. 
A, Q d h t i v e  Evaluatiop 
Tk high heat transport capaM&y of a composite wick is milked because t?w 
*he generic term wcompmite" ia osed to &fine a wLck structure for which the capillary 
pumping* ~ d t b s b o i L ~ f l n ~ t b e e ~ ~ r d t b e ~ ~ ~ s ~ r .  
~3pi113ty p n ~ p i n g  md tho bulk liquid flow arc indcpcndcnt of csch other. Conscqucntly, 
a large pump@, pressure can be obtained without incurring exccssive viscous flow losses. 
Minimizing the viscous flow losses witbwt sacrificing high capillary pumping pressure 
results in a heat pipe which has high heat transport capability and is relatively insensitive 
to gravity- 
In order to approach the performanee capability of a composite wick heat pipe, 
tbe liquid flow area of a homogeneous wick must be significantly larger. As a result, 
a homogeneous wick heat pipe of comparable performance will have a larger liquid iaven- 
tory than tbat required for a composite wick heat pipe. IP, addition to increased weight 
associated with the aibtmml . - fluid inventory, the homogeneous wick beat pipe tube or 
pressure vessel will be heavier, The heavier wall is required in order to contain the 
higher pressures at super critical temperatures associated with the extra fluid, 
While a composite wick offers mruimum performance aad minimum weight, it 
<llpes have potential start-up problems, Prior to start-up of a cryogenic heat pipe, the 
working fluid will be gaseous, Start-up is initiated by removing heat from the condenser 
section. After the onset ot combnsatioa of the working fluid in the d e n s e r  section 
the liquid begins to fill the wick rwl gradually.advances toward the evaporator section. 
As, the liquid advanas, it evaporates and thereby cools the downstream portion of the 
heat pipe and ampel~eates for parasitic heat leaks, The rate at which the liquid advances 
at  ax^ irrstan& is determirred by the same pressure balance tbat establishes the steady- 
That is, tbs rate at which heat c ~ r ,  be transported ie deter- by a balance between the 
clcvation lrcd that exists, Maximum capillary pumping is not available ia a wctting 
1 
composite wick until tho liquid channels have been completely filled, Thc capillary 
punlying of a partially filled composite wick is determined by the relatively largc 
diameter of the liquid chaonels and is generally more than an order of magnitude less 
than the pumpiag available when the wick is fill&. Consequently, priming of a com- 
posite wick can be difficult if the heat leaks are excessive and/or if an adverse eleva- 
tion (condenser below the evaporator) exists. 
The use of a non-wetting wick structure in the condenser section wil l  permit full 
pumping upon the onset of condensation of the working fluid. The principle of operation 
of a non-wetting heat pipe is basically the same as for a conventional heat pipe and can 
be best explained by referring to tbe basic mechanism of capillaq pumping. A wetting 
liquid will tend to fi l l  the pores of a wick structure or a capillary tube and form a menis- 
cus which is convex toward the liquid as shown in Figure 2-la A --wetting liquid, on 
the other hand, will tend to be repelled by the solid structure and the meniscus will ap- 
pear shown in Figure 2-lb. 
In both cases, the cumahm of the liquid-vapor interface results in a pressure 
Eifference between liquid and vapor, given bp 
For a non-wetthg liquid the amtact angle (8) Is greater than 90' and the pressure in the 
vapor is less than that of the liquid by an amouut given by the above equation, The utili- 
eatrnn of this pressure dffference for circulating the working fluid in a heat pipe is well 
established. A8 indicated in Figure 2-lb, pumping with a ma-wetting fluid occurs at 
the coadenser as the lfquid is repelled from tbs wick structure. Thus, in a cryogenic 

heat pipe, maxirn~m capillary pumping can be established as soon as the condensing 
liquid begins to saturate the wick. 
B. Analvsis 
A schematic of the potential mn-wetting heat pipe system which was selected 
for analysis is shown in Figure 2-2. The system is generally referred to as a "capil- 
lary pumped loop", and its operation is derived from the composite wick principle, A 
nonowetting porous wick structure is located within the condenser section and provides 
the main capillary pumping, A wetting wick structure is located in the evaporator see- 
tion and its p u p e  is primarily to provide circumferential distribution of the liquid. 
The transport of liquid a d  vapor between the evaporator and condenser sections takes 
place through low-pressure-drop capillary tubes. 
The analysis of a cryogenic oon-wetting capillary pumped loop is essentially the 
same as for conventional heat pipes, The maximum heat transport capability is deter- 
* 
mined by establishing which of the following mechanisms result in a burPout of the heat 
pipe- 
Q) Heat Flux Limitation (Superheating) 
At the superheating limit, bot spots form in the evaporator as a direct 
consequence of exclusion of liquid due to boiling in the capillary structure, 
(2) Transport Limitations 
Io these limits, various failure mechaaisms result in insufficient re- 
turn of coadeasate liquid to the evaporator, Generally this will  result from 
(a) limited cagillarg punping (i, e, , exassive viecoue fiow lawes), 
(c) eotcesafvo irrte- aberrr m n  liquid aPd vapor, and 

(d) entrainment of liquid dv~plets in the vapor flow. 
Proper design of the evaporator wick will prevent nucleate boiling at the heat fluxes . 
associated with cryogenic applications, and therefore the superheat@ mechanism 
should not dominate. In addition, because of the basic geon~etry of a capillary pumped 
loop, failure due to transport limits resdtiag from (c) and (d) will not occur. Thus the 
maximum heat transport capability for this system will be determined by either the well- 
known capillary pumping limit o r  the sonic vapor flow limitation. 
1. Capillary Pumping Limitation 
A s  in tbe case of conventional heat pipes, the q associated with the 
max 
capillary pumping limit is deter mined by equating the maximum capillary pres- 
sure to the sun; of the viscous pressure drops (both in liquid and vapor) and the 
elevation head when in a gravity field, 
The quantity h p E  is the pressure drop due to the elevation of the evaporator 
relative to the codemer in a gravity environment. For a capillary pumped 
. loop, the static pumping head that can be established by the fine porous wick 
structure is quite large (-100 cm), and the elevation term a n  be neglected. 
The capillary pumping in tb evaporator section is used only to provide circum- 
ferential distribution of the liquid there and is neaigible compared to that estab- 
lished in the condenser wick, Thus the maximum capillary pressure in a non- 
wetting system is given by 
Tho viscous losses in tho transport section are tho samo as for conventional 
heat pipcs and are given by 2 
where the factor + depends on whether the vapor flow is laminar or turbulent: 
(2- 6a) 
Because of the relatively small diameters of a capillary pumped loop the vapor 
. flow in the transport section will generally be turbulent and Eq. (2-6b) is 
applicable, 
The fluid flow through the porous wick structures in the evaporator and 
condenser sections represents flow through porous media and is described by 
Darcy's Law, In order 'is simplm the analysis it is assumed that the fluid 
flows only in the radial direction through the wick, and also that the heat is 
added/removed uniformly at these sections, TheO.e assumptions result in a 
radial mass flow through the wick st-cucture which is uniform along the length 
of the evaporator and the condenser. 
l)arcyts Law for a radial fluid flow which is uniform over tho cross- 
scctioml arca of the porous media noraal to tho flow is stated as 3 
where q N =  2 n ~ b  
and 
As a first approach, it is assumed that the porous media is represented by a 
bundle of capillaries in which case the permeability is given by 
k = C P r  2 
P 
where P = Porosity of the wick 
and C = Non-dimensional constant which is related to the 
tortuosity of the capillaries as well as the type cf 
capillaric model which is chosen. 
Subject to the above assumptions, the radial pressure drop through a porous 
wick is given by 
P 
where 
In the temperature regime of interest (TN 77%), the kinematic viscosity 
of the vapor (9 is an order of magnitude or greater than that of the liquid for 
the fluids being cousidered. This coupled with the relatively large pore size, 
which would be adequate to provide circumfereritial distribution of the liquid 
in the evaporator, results in a negligible liquid pressure drop through the 
cvaporcltor wick. Finally, in applications where a capilla~y pumped loop is 
cmploycd the length of the transport sections will be substantially larger than 
either the evaporator or condemer lengths, Consequently, the major viscous 
loascs in a capillary pumped loop will be associated with the fluid flow in the 
transport sections, mci the vapor flow through the fine pore wick structure in 
the condenser. Thus for a non-wetting capillary pumped loop, the maxinlum 
heat transport associated with the pumping limit is determined from 
n 
cos 0 
= -  (DS AVlp 
qm 1 6 r A  T* 
P 
where N is the vapor tramport factor v 
In order to reduce h a t  leaks as well as the systemls weight it is desirable 
t 
to miuimize the diaineter of the transport sections. Ideally the parameter - 
Ri 
should be made as small as practical in order to obtain good heat trrslnsfer at 
the condenser as well as minimizing the viscous losses through the porous wick. 
Aiso, for a specified liquid/surface combination and operatisg temperature, 
the properties associatad with the wick ! F ,  0) aa well as the pbysical pzoperties 
of the fluid will be fixed. In addition, the lengths of the transport and condenser 
sections will be specified for a particular application, Aa a re&--&, an evaluation 
3f Eqs. (243) and (2-15) indicateo tbat for a given application and choice of working 
fluid and wick material the required pumping radius @ore size) is determined 
from 
Equations (2-13) and (2-15) were combined to solve for Dv and DV was 
differentiated with respect to ro in order to minimize the vapor diameter. It 
. 
was ;rssumed in performing the minimization that the liquid loss in the transport 
section is negligible and thus the pumping radius is a function only of the vapor 
transport channel. This assumption is valid provided that the diameters of both 
the liquid a d  vapor transport sections are approximately equal. The following 
relationship3 for rp a d  DV were derived from this minimhticm 
and 
with 
The above ~duations correspond to having the viscous pressure drop of the rapor 
in the condenser wick equal to the 1- through the vapor transport -0% i- e- , 
Results using Table 2-1 properties, a m  glvea in Figures 2-3 thrbugh 2-8 C r  







0 
51 bclk iluici kc)-ilpcraturc of 70 K. Thcsc results were obtained using n transport 
tcngth (L ) nod rc condcnscr length (L ) which arc npplicablc to thc  ICICLE^ T W 
L~ = 153 cm (GO in) 
= 7.62 cm (3 in) 
For a specified q and wick geometry the required magnitude of 
max 
( r ~  cOS is largest for oxygen and smallest for nitrogen, This is due min 
to the fact that this parameter varies inverselj. a s  the vapor transport factor 
N~ Consequently, for a given pore size the required degree of non-wetting 
is lowest for aitrogen and greatest for oxygen. Or correspondingly, because 
of the higher vapor transport factor of nitrogen the pumping requirement is 
lowest for a given application and wick structure using this nuid. Similarly, 
provided that approximately the same contact angle is obtained for each of the 
three fluids with a given material, the results indrcate that the minimum 
diameter of the vapor section is substantially smaller for nitrogen than for 
either fluorine o r  oxygea Again this is due to the higher value of the vapor 
transport factor associated with nitrogen. More specifically, the higher value 
of N for nitrogen is due to the fact that the kinematic viscosity of its vapor is v 
lower than for the other fluids. This in turn results in lower viscous losses 
and correspondhgly smaller pumping requirements for a given geometry and 
application. 
The effect of temperature on the required pore size is readily obtained as 
0 
where ( ) implies conditions at 70 K. 70 
Similarly, the effect of temperature on the minimum diameter of the vapor 
transport section is determined from Eq. (2-18) to be 
4/19 (F) = [g; I??;(?) 7 
70 min 
P 
These results are shown in Figures 2-9 and 2-10. Due to the fact that in the 
temperature range being considered the vapor transport factor increases as 
the temperature is increased,the minimum diameter of the vapor transport 
section decreases with increasing temperature, Similarly because of the 
inverse relationship that exists, the magnitude of r cos 0 decreases with 
P 
increasing temperature in the range of operation that was analyzed. 
t 
2, &lic Vapor Limitation 
In most conventional applications the maximum heat transport capability 
is determined by tbe capillary pumping limit. However, in a capillary pumped 
loop where the diameter of the vapor transport section will be rather amall the 
soaic vapor flow limitatlo15 must &so be conside--ed, For the case of uniform 
heat input at the evaporator section the maximum heat which can be traasported 
witbout being limited by gasdynamic &king is given by 
w b r e  Ay ia tbd m a - a w t i d  area of the vapor flow in the tramport mctbn 
F I G U R E  2-9 
EFFECT OF TEI"4PERATURE ON RZGUIRED PORE SIZE 
EFFECT O f  TEMPERATURE 0t.I THE OlAMETER OF 
T H E  VAPOR TRANSPORT S E C T I O N  
(CAPILLARY P U M P ~ G  LIMIT)  
TEMPERATURE (OK] 
'ybc -,.-- ,. asii:ia111 heat that can bc trsnsportcd subject to the sonic vapor limitation 
is si~o\vn in Figyrc 2-U 3s a fmction of the diaxilcter of the transport section for 
3 given v;liMr tcrlperature (T. = 70%) for nitrogen, o ~ y g e n  and fluorine. As 
irlciic:~tc.ci in this Figure, the sonic vapor lirnihtion is especially prohitiiivc for 
osygen. This is due to thc fact that oxyben's vapor density is much smaller than 
that of either aitrogen or fiuoline, 
The effect cf U l e n t  operaing temperatures on the minimum allowable 
vapor £low diameter for a given maximum heat traasport requirement is readily 
determined 3y combining EQs, (2-24) and (2-25). Thus 
The above ratio is shows as a funcCion of temperature in Figure 2-12 for each of 
the three fluids, For a given operating telrqperature and bat I d ,  F i i s  2-ll 
and 2-12atim one to deternine the minimum dismeter of tb vapor transport 
section that can be used wiLbt& incurring gasdynamic chokkg. Ideally, in 
order to reduce *h system weight as well as the heat leaks, the diameter of the 
Wansport sections should be as small as possible within the limits as dictated by 
_Oerfozmance requirements and practiditg; As irdicaM in Figure 2-12the aiairnum 
allowabl 2 diameter asmx&&ed with the sopic vapor limitation deereases with in- 
creasing temperature, This mmatwa . . is due primmlly to the c b q p  in the vapor 
densiQ wit31 c h a p s  in temperature am! is greztmst for aqrgen and smallest for 
aitrogerr, 

FIGURE 2-12 
FFFECi- GF TEMPERATURE ON THE DIAh4UES OF THE L- 
VAPOR TRANS PORT SEC~/ON(SONIC VAPOR L /A( /  T )  
TEMPERATURE (OK) 
For =1 given heat trailsport rcquircnlent, the dcsigp of the capillary 
pumped loop wil l  be based on the larger of the two diameters as dictated by 
cibcr the sonic Y ~ L U ) ~  or capillary pumping limitation. 
EVALUATION OF THE NON-WETTABILITY OF 
CRYOGENIC LIQUID-SOLID COMBINATIONS 
The analytic evaluation of a non-wetting cryogenic heat pipe system showed that 
this ConCcpi is feasible even for vely low non-wetting contact angles. As a result a 
comprehensive literature survey was performed to determine whether non-wetting 
cryogenic liquid/solid combinations are feasible and if so which combinations have the 
greatest potential. Rcsults of tbe survey established that contact angles greater than 
ninety degrees are possible with cryogenic iluids proviaed that the critical surface 
tension of the solid surface is less than half the liquid surface tension, Because of 
the relatively low surface tensions of cryogenic liquids only those solid surfaces which 
are generally classified as low energy surfaces qualify, Test samples were made con- 
taining the most promising low energy surfaces and the conkact angles of liquid nitrogen 
otygen, and Freon 13 on these surfaces were measured in a cryogenic dewar system 
using the "tilting plate" method. The cryogenic contact angle rneiwurements and the 
raults of the literature survey are discussed in detail in the following sections. 
A, Literature Survey 
A literature survey was conducted to obtain information pertaining to the rela- 
tionship between wettability and the structure of solids and liquids, in order to establish 
guidelines for the selection of potential tvnm-~eUhg8 cryogenic materials, Methods for 
the measurement of coatact angles wsre also examined. 
6 The basic expression for the amtact angle was developed by Ymng in terms 
of the surfnce tenslnns of the ki-vqar (C.2, sol~vapor (ma$. a d  solidni#d 
( c,) intrrface~ (&ex to Figure 3-11 rrd i. 
c s  \. = % l +  o;" cos 8 (3-1) 
Thcsc surfacc tensions arc actually the average frcc energy per unit area of the inter- 
~ C L ' S .  If is e ~ ~ r i n l c n l a l l y  feasible to measure Cr but extrcmcly difficult to mcasunt lv 
csv and CsI - 
FIGURE 3-1. CONTACl? ANGLE 
B3FTWEEN A LIQUID AND A SOLID SURFACE 
.Dupre7 introduced the mrk of adhesion of liquid and solid: 
w~ = + 1 - q l  
The combination of these two equations yields 
w~ = Cr (l+ COS e)lv 
Not until quite recently was it recognieed that the adsorption of vapor m the solid sur- 
face could affect tbe contact angle! When this phenomena is hduded the Young and 
~ r e E q u a t ~ c a n b e w r f # e n m o r e a p p r o p r ~ a s :  
whcrc thc subscripts h;ivc thc mc:ming: 
0 
s v  = solid in contact with only satur:ltcd vapor 
0 lv = liquid in contact with only saturated vapor 
0 
s = solid in v2cuum 
and then 
The first te rm in parentheses, which represents the decrease in free energy on immer- 
sion of fhe solid in the saturated vw -r phase is always positive and has glenerally been 
ignored by most authors, The surface tension of a liquid in air is very nearly identical 
to that in vacuum (i. e. , ce (&Vo) whereas there is a more marked difference for lv  
the solid's surface tension. Consequently, with these factors in mixxi, comparison of 
Eqs, (3-3) and (3-6) indicates that the presence of the vapor film will tend to increase 
the contact angle, 
The man-reproducibility of contact angles has been a major problem area for 
many years, One important factor ia this has been shown to be surface mq$Qess. 
3 We-: defined a roughness factor "r" as the ratio between the true area of the solid 
and the apparent area, He then derived the relation 
6' = measured catact angle 
sured angle will al-t invariably be smaller sinoe a perfectlp s d  surface is essea- 
tially a d  the rcmgbms factor wPI always be greater tha urrtty. Also, when 
0 
t l~c  3~til;l.l angle is greater than 90 , the mcrrstlrcd angle will be larger than 8. Thus, 
any slllrlll irrcgdarit ies in the surface will  accentuate the Won-wetting" appearance ,. 
rather thm possibly masking it out. Note, however, that this effect only makes the 
observation of l'son-~\tetting" materials more positive; it does not change the actual 
wettability of the material. 
Thcre has also been quite a bit of controversy over the significance of the dif- 
10 fere~ces  between advancing aud receding contact angles, Recent work has indicated 
that using scrupulously clean surfaces and liquids will yield identical results in both 
directions except in the case where the liquid molecules can penetrate the surface, 
thereby changing its characteristics, Among the liquids normally studied, water is 
nearly unique in this respect. However, the molecular size of some of the mo.* corn- 
mon cryogens (e. g, , nitrogen and orrygen) is only slightly larger thnn that of water and 
surface penetration by these cryogenic liquids is a potential problem. As discussed 
later, testing was conducted with Freon 13, which has relatively large molecules, to 
determine whether surface penetration was a problem with either-nitrogn or  axygen. 
There are also liquids that can deposit a monolayer upon the surface in such a 
manner as to present a new surface to the bulk liquid, This new surface is then able 
to pmvent further wetting, These materials are termed "autophobic'*. This effect is 
tbe basis of the retraction nncethrod of momlayer preparations discussed in a later section. 
ll Z i s m  and bis co-workers have shown that, for many homolo,pms series of 
liquids, cos 6 increases ilnearly for n given surface with decreuing QlV of the liquid. 
They then define a crlticsl surEPoe tension for wetting (c' as the intercept of the 
FIGURE 3-2, DEIXRMINATION OF CRITICAL SURFACE 
TENsION (cc j FROM A HOMOLOGOUS SERIES OF LIQUIDS 
FIGURE: 34. DETEBMNATION OF CIUTICAL SURFACE 
b:~nds on this type of plot for a given surface (Cf. Figprc 3-3). In such a plot, tho 
lower intcrccyt of tk~c band is chosen as This value is more generally charac- C' 
tcristic of t l ~ c  solid and bchnvcs relatively as one would expect the spccific 
so ' 
surface free energy of the solid. The critical surface tcnsion of the solid is impor- 
tant in the present work, since it has been shown that for non-wetting the minimum 
12 
value of (rlV - cc) must be =ore than one-half the surface tension of the liquid, 
There is still quite a bit of discussion regarding the appropriatenesti of the vari- 
ous terms and relationships involved here, The llacceptedll meaning of non-spreading is 
8 # 0'. If theliquid wets the ~ o l i d  completely at a rate depending only on the viscosity 
of the liquid and the roughness of the surface then we say 0 = 0'. If 8 b 90°, then the 
liquid will tend to be repelled by a solid surface. In the present report, this last effect 
is referred to as %on-wetting." 
For the liquids commonly studied at room temperature (water, bdrocarbons, 
alcohols, organic salt, etc,) surfaces have been found to increase their non-wesing 
characteristics in the order of metals, soft organic solids (e. g. , parains),  polymers 
and long chain monolayers. Only the polymers and monolayers exhibit very low fl C 
The lowest knom value of (T is for a monolayer of a perfluorocarboxylic acid, and 
2 13 
C 
this is 5.6 ergs/cm . Critical surface tensions of various low energy surfaces are 
listed in Table 3-1, These results indicate that the surfaces moet likely to errhibit non- 
wetting are highly fluortnated monolayers and polymer& The weUability of such sur- 
faces increases with the type of atom attached to the outer carbon atoms in the order: 
22 F, H, Cl, 0, N. In general, the most nowwetting momlayers consist of long m, 
TABLE 3-1 
CRlTICAL SURFACE TENSIONS OF SOME LOW ENERGY SURFACES 
cC (~rgs/crn~ at 20 '~ )  Refe rencc 
A. Coated Surfaces 
-CH, (crystal) 
-CH (monolayer) 3 
B. Polymers 
Pdy methacrylic ester of 8' -octanol 10,6 20 
Polyethylene 31 18 
Polyvinyl cbloride 39 21 
linc\;w, tlipol:~i*, organic ~r~*~lccidcs. The beet of thcsc are close-packed vertically 10 
that the ncw surfacc prcscntcd to tho fluid consists osscntially of tho torminal groups, 
of those n~olccules (Cf. Figure 3-4). 
11 Zinman has shown that for a given su~face and liquid the effect of temperature 
on thu coutact angle is given by 
where a and b are constants associated with the particular liquid and solid surface. The 
constant b is always positive and thus as a. general rule the contact a n f ' ~  for a given 
liquid/solid combination will increase as the temperature of the system decreases, Equa- 
tion (3-9) is based on the fact that in general the liquid surface tension decreases almost 
linearly with increasing temperature and on experimental results similar to those shown 
in Figures 3-2 and 3-3. This relationship assumes that the critical surface tension is 
essentially independent of temperature and : $-did over small temperature ranges. 
The liquid surface tensions of p o t e t l a  cryogenic working fluids (e. g., nitrogen, 
oxygen, fluorine, etc. ) vary between 6 and 18 dyne. . :m in the temperature regime of 
interest (70-90'~). Consequently, of the surfaces listed in Table 3-1, only the perfluoro- 
decanoic monolayer would be potentidly non-wetting based an the room temperature cri- 
terion (Eq. 3-8). However, this criterion is not exact and furthermore may not be appli- 
cable at cryogenic .'emperatures. Since no data is qvailable regarding the variation of 
the critical surface te .:o. with temperature, it is also possible that cc 13 substan- 
tially lower at cq-?qbxdc :mperatures. As a result, since the literature search did 
not dfscwat the feasir, *-,, ': -,t-.t-~~inpc a mn-wettlng cryogenic liquid/8olid combination, 
a basic experimental si 1 : ~  .&rt&en, The purpose of W s  research was to mea- 
sure the contact anglw of various cryogeafo LLqutds mdiffewnt low-emrgy surfisw. 

B. Preparation of Low Emrgt Surfaces 
The various low cncrgy surfaces selected for cryogenic cobtact angle measure- 
ments includcd the pernuoro-decamic and octamic monolayers aad also Team ana 
polyethylene. l[n addition to these, il barrier coating (FC-706) and a chromium complex 
(L-1632) which were recommended because thy have low critical swface tensions (.J 15 
dyaes/cm) were also investigated. The monolayers a d  were applied to different 
metallic substrates which included aluminum, copper, and 304 stainless steel, The mo- 
nolayers were formed by immersing a previously c l d  metal @late in a solution of the 
4 perfluom-acid and n 4 c a 1 ~  solvent (-10 molar concentration) for oae hour and then 
slowly wit&drawing the sample vertically, Appr0fWmt.e o\wall dimensions for each of 
the test samples were 2-5 cm x 1, 25 cm x 0,lZ5 cm. 
Che mtstading k t  emphasized in the literature is that meanhgW matad w e  
measuremeas q u i r e  extremely clean awl smooth surfaces, Maqy of the reported vari- 
ations are directly attribuidde to surface nwrgtuless or inadequate safeguards against 
minute amouuls of ca&mbWs, Therefore, rather stringent deaning aad hadling 
procedure8 were estabkiabed for the test samples, 
The metal sdmtmtes were emery buffed and lapped to the desired t h i ~ s ~  
Axgr scrakbs were removed with c m c m  cloth and b samples were tlwn pdished 
witb a buffing wbeel and jeweler's nwge to a sufface finish of -ly 4. The 
substrates were thea cleaned wit3 nc& tricblo~le=, methamjl, and llSparkleenll, 
and finally rinsed times in hat triple4stiUed water. After cleaning, each sub- 
strakt was tested for d- brg * ltsessite -' metbod* with &tilled wat%r. 
- 
Th is  is the most cornman ahetbod of umtact au@e measmment aad corrsists of placing 
a drop of the teat liquid am the test swfhce and slowly adding more liquid to the drop 
~ ~ m L P r t h e r ~ i n t h e o o e a t s r c L @ e i s ~ ~  Theamtactan@ecsmbexmea- 
s u r e d ~ a s ~ o s t t s d l a B " ~ ~ ~ o r c o l ~ i n v r r r f o a s w a p o b m m e s s e ~ -  
m~ntaofthbeigbtuuitherrrdiPsdtBsdrop, 
. 
. -0 If a contact ;m$e of less tb;r~ ra was hcrvcd, tbc substrate was consicicreci clean. 
Clcmcd substrates wcrc then hcatod by a flame on the side opposite tbe test srrrface 
uzltil thc appcsmce of a slight discoloratioa was noted, The metal was then immersed 
while it *YZ still hot (150-175%) into OM of the perfluomacid solutions or coatings for 
one how. Withdrawal of W samples was done at a ra&e of appmxhately 5 millimeters 
per mlwte. This slow rate was use& to insure tbat a miihrrn mmolayer was formed, 
samples ooated w ~ t h  the du~mium cowex were a ~ e d  at 1 0 0 ~ ~  in on oren for five 
minutes after they were withinawn from tk solution. 
T'he Teflon a d  polyethylene mufaces were abraded with f4M emery paper to re- 
move g m s s  scratches ami tbea cleaned a* metband in an ultrasonic ta&. A smooth 
glassy s u m  was them ohahed by pressing these samples between RG dean micro- 
6c0pic slides at a p p m t a m d y  r e  5 ~ 0 p s i . o ~ 1 d ~ h r a  - a f t h r e e h ~ t ~ ~ .  TbeSe 
s\ilrfaces were given a fhal  &leaning in boiling nitric-6-c acu (k2) for 15 nrml;ten 
ma then rinsed in tr@le-dbELled water. The saznples we= mmraily dry whea removed 
from the water. 
ibe "sessile dm@* metbad. IE the contact angle was appmxhmkly equal to or greater 
than tbe literature value, the! sample was accepted %r tbe cryogenic tests, This accep- 
taxm criteria was based on the premise tbat in order for a sample to be mn-wettitag with 
a cryogen it should exhibit a high degfee af mn-wettabilitp with wa&er wbich has a simrifi- 
cadyhi@erI i .quid~urf&mtePs~ Ingeneral, t b R ~ a n g l e a o f ~ r o a t h e l o w  
energg surfaces tht were were zp- L JO or graotsr. m r  to thair 
~ r t i a p i P f b R c r g ~ c t e s l ; s p s t i e m t b s f e e t ~ e 8 ~ s t o ~ i n a ~ d a s l c -  
cator or fimerl rrtnxepkr8, 
C. Cryogenic Contact Angle Measuremc irts 
Omtact angles were m e a s d  at several temperatures for each of the three 
cryogenic liquids-it-& oxygen, aad Fmn-l3--on the various low energy surfaces 
previously discussed. Aluminum and plathum metal were tested aa representative high 
energy surfaces. 
1, Test System 
Several of the methods which exist for measuring contact angles are 
sessile drop, tilting plate, porous plug, aad wetting balance techniques, etc, 
The tilte plate metbod bad been selected for tbe cryogenic tests became it 
PppePrea to be the a& practid technique for contact angle me+surememts 
with cryogenic liquids. This tedmiqrPle is abswa sche~tlatically in Figum 3-5, 
It is rather -omrani an that a plate several centimeters wide is dipped 
into the test liquid and mWed until the liquid level remainn perfectly horizmtal 
uptothesuFEaneofthepPate, For th i soord i th# tbe inc l ina tzmof~~  
~vetotheliquidsurfaceistheumtact~e,  Thistdmkpwisaamoftbe 
-t accprrrte rrnd gives good reproducib~, 
The &war and sample holder tbst were used to peEtorm tb crg-c 
dows a m  optical A amling coil a d  resfstance beater are wrqpeci 


\ Drive Rod 
FlGURE 3-7. CRYOGENIC DEWAR 
FOR CQNTACII ANGLE XEASLJREXENTS 
Thc sanlplc mount consists of an internally slotted cylinder 4.5 cm long 
by 2.3 cm internal diamctcr. Samples a rc  held in the siots by copper wcdgcs. 
Rotation of the cylindcr is accomplished by means of a bevel gear set  and drive 
sod. The drive rod extends through the top of the dewar and is aligned with a 
protractor on the dewar lid. A set of aluminum radiation shields are  located 
above the sample holder to reduce the heat losses. Three chromel-alumel 
thermocouples are located to read the temperatures at  the inside surface of 
th: brzss lid, at the top of the sample holder above the cryogen level, and at 
the bottom of the sample holder in the liquid cryogen. 
During testing the dewar system was suspended from a wall bracket 
within a temporarily enclosed clean room as shown in Figure 3-8. The 
bracket was mounted to the wall through four neoprene rubber blocks and 
the support fixture was attached to the bracket through four more neoprene 
rubber blocks in order to minimize vibrations in the cryogenic liquid surface 
during the tests. The dewar was mounted to the support by means of three 
rods which are extensions of t5e lid bolts on the dewar. These rods were 
bolted through an alumingm ring at their upper ends. Three leveling screws 
were used to support this ring on ball bearings mounted in V-slots such that 
the observation windows on the dewar are reprducibly aligned with respect 
to a fixed optical axis. 
A schersa t i~  of the optical system wxch was used +a determine the 
cryogenic contact angles is shown in Fi.gwe 3-9. This system is  based on 
23 Ablettts experimed. Basically it consists of a light eource and slit, a 
condenser lcns, an cbjective lens, aad a ecreen mounted on two ciptical 


benr:hes. The light source is a 6 watt, 20 cm fluorescent tube, GE-FGTS-(34' 
which was mounted just behind a 0.2 mm x 5 cm long slit in 1.7 mm alumiwm 
plate. The image of this slit is focused on the surface of the test '.iquid at 
approsil~latcly the center of the sample by a 12.7 cm focal length condenser 
lens. On the opposite side of the dewar is a 12.7 cm objective lens and a 
ground glass screen. This latter arrangement gives approximately a three- 
fold l~~agnification of the slit image on the screen. Contact angles wzre deter- 
mined by both direct observation using only the condenser lens and indirect 
observations wherein the image on the screen was used to establish when the 
liquid surface was horizontal at its point of intersection with the solid. 
The cooling system for this experiment is shown schematically in Figure 
3-10. A liquid nitrogen coolant storage dewar is connected to the cooling coil 
throuzh a vacuum insulated line with a bayonet fitting. A t  the outlei; end of the 
cooling coil are provisions for evacuation, inert gas purging, and venting. 
The plumbing associated with the filling and evacuation of the test cham- 
ber is also shown in Figure 3-10. The test cryogen vessel is cocnected to the 
test chamber by a foam rubber insulated line and a vacuum insulated "lancev1 
inserted into the test chamber to a point at the top of the sample holder. A 
valving arrangement allows the test cryogen to be vented outside until the 
vapor has been displaced and the liquid is freely £lowVbg. This avoids rewarm- 
ing the sample bolder each time test c-ryogen is introduced to the chamber. The 
outlet t u b  on the test chamber also has provision for evacuation, inert gas 
purging a ~ d  venting, 

3 . Test Proccdurc. 
Tbc following is thc procedure used in performing the cryogenic contact 
-le mesurcmenl. tests: 
(1) The san~plc surface is checked for smooth finish, cleaned, and 
p r c p a d .  
(2) The contact angle of the sample with water is measured by tbe 
ltsessile drop" technique (1 small drop near a comer of the Sam- 
ple) immediateIy prior to inserticn in the dewar test sectioa. 
(3) Tbe inner walls of the &war and the sampte holder is held under 
an inert atmosphere until the sample is inserted. 
(4) The sample is inserted under a £low of inert gas and the dewar 
reassembled. 
(5) The cryopn input line is attached to the &war, a d  a vacuum 
line is attadmi to the vent port and the system evacuated to 
*w1C, I 
(6) The coolant transfer line is attached to the &war aod the appro- 
priate cryogenic memoir, and the &war is adjusted to near the 
desired operating temperature. 
(7) The test section is filled to the appropriate level with the test 
liquid. 
(8) The contact angle is determined by tbe "tilting plate" method by 
observation of the image on a grouad @am screen S113d by direct 
observation &amugh the objeave lens. 
('3 j 'rhc coolant is then shut off and k e  dewar test section evacuated 
53d allowed to warm to room temperature, 
(lO) The sample is removed under a £low of inert gas a d  its contact 
angle with water determined immediately thereafter by the "ses- 
sile drop" technique, 
3. Test Results 
A summary of the cryogenic cootad angle measurements is given in Table 
3-2, The angles givea are linear averages based on at least two observations. 
Bdh the liquid nitrogen and the Liquid oxysa wet all the surfaces and, as indi- 
cated in Figure 3-11, show no definite contact angle variation vith temperature, 
The Freon 13 was also wetting; but, as shown in Figure 3-12 and discussed later, 
a slight increase in cootact m e  with increasing temperature was observed. 
Contact angles of these £lW on the various low energy surfaces ran@ from 
2.5' to 30'. The hhighesr angle was observed for liquid nitrogen on a perfluom- 
decanoic monoi=yex, A - v  contact angle8 ot clean aluminum and platinum 
samples are= a0 zO, respectively. 
The low angies obtained with n i t r o s n  and oxygen on th low energy sur- 
faces were at first thought to be due to an effect analogous to what has been 
observed at room temgerature with water and certain surfaces. These surfaces 
are characterized by having a molecular f r ee  volume which is large enough to 
permit penetration by water molecules, Contact angles of water on such 
sufaces were lower than for some organic liquids with substantially lower 
surface tensirons. Zisman argues that, b e d  of the very small relative 
size of the water molecules, tky penetrate between the outer molecules of 
TABLE 3-2 
AVERAGE CRYOGENIC CONTACT -4NGLE MEASUREMENTS 
Nitrogen 
Temp Contact ('x) Angle 
Oxygen 
T C ~ P  C~ntitct 
Anglc 
F'rcon 1.7 
Tcmp Contact 
(%) Angle 
SO. 8 5.5 
93.5 5.0 
94.5 7.0 
Perfluorodecarmic Acid 
(AlWm) 
Perfluorodecamic Acid 
(Copper) 
Perfluorooctarmic Acid 
(Stainless Steel) 
Periluorooctanoic Acid 
(Aluminum) 
TABLE 3-2 (cont'd) 
Polyethylene 
Aluminum 
(Uncoated) 
AVERAGE CRYOCEMC CONTACT ANGLE MEASUREhIENTS 
Nitrogcn Oxygen Freon 13 
Temp Contact Temp Contact Temp Contact 
f'K) Angle &) Angle EL &l 
*Oxygen appeared to react with this surface. 
a Chromium complex of a fluorinated resin, provided by Dr. Lazert, 314 Company, 
bpoly E, U I - p e n t a d e d u 0 ~ 1  methacrylate, provided by Dr. W. A. Zisman. NRL. 
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Surface: Perfluorodecanoic 
Monolayer on Aluminum 
FIGURE 3-11 
CONTACT ANGLE VARIATIONS WITH TEMPERATURE 
FOR LIQUID OXYCEN AND NITROGEN 
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CONTACT ANGLE VARIATIONS WLI'H 
TEAWERATURE FOR LIQUID FRJ3ON-13 
thc solid surface. Thus, a new surface (solid plus tfinterstitialv watcr) is 
pl-escntcd to thc water. This surface would then have a higher and C 
conscqucntly =t lower contact angle with the water than would have been the 
case if the liquid had not pecetrated the surface. This view is reinforced 
by the observation that dry surfaces yield higher contact angles than do the 
same surfaces when allowed to equilibrate with atmospheric moisture. 
Freon-13 (C C1 F ) was used to test this hypothesis in the present case. 3 
This molecule is substantially larger than 0 or N and approximates the size 2 2 
of the exposed end groups (-C F ) in several of the test surfaces. The measured 3 
coniact angles fall into the same general range as those obtained with oxygen and 
nitroen, apparently discounting the pasibility of this qlpenetration*l effect. 
A quite unexpected trend was obse,rved in the measurements with Freon 12 
however. This is the apparent increase of contact angle with increasing temper- 
ature, which is opposite to al l  previously reported observations at higher temper- 
atures. As previously discussed the variation of contact -It: with temperature 
- 
based on room temperature data is given by 
Since the constant "bt is always positive, this relationship shows the contact 
angle increasing with decreasing temperzture. Implicit in this equation is the 
assumption that the critical surfam tension does not change with temperature. 
While the Freon 13 test data is not very extensive, it indicates that there ib 
a possibility that Eq, (3-9) does not obtain at these lower temperatures o r  
possibly that, at least in the cryogenic t e m p e m  regime, the in- C 
creases as the temperature decmases. 
If it is true that the critical surface tension has increased from its room 
tenlpcrature valuc in the cryogenic regime, this would explain why there is 
relativciy little difference between the contact angles measured for liquid nitro- 
gen and liquid oxygen. Oxygen has a surface tens ion approximately twice that 
of nitrogen at the test tetnperatures. However, i f  the critical surface tension 
is approximately equal to or greater than of different liquids, then these LV 
liquids will exhibit similar and very low wetting angles. The apparently lower 
contact angles for oxygen as compared to nitrogen may be due to the uncoupled 
electrons of the oxygen interacting with the fluorine surface through coulombic 
forces. 
There is also the possibility, as Zisman suggests, that the cryogenic fluids 
that were tested contained various impurities such as neon, argon, etc. The sur- 
face tension of some of these impurities could be substantially lower than that of 
the test liquid. It is possible then that their presence had reduced the surface 
tension of the liquid to approximately or  even below 6 of the test surface and C 
consequently the small contact angles result. 
With regard to the accuracy of the measurements. very small angles (4 10') 
were difficult to determine exactly by the "tilting platew technique becauss the ef- 
fect of interference by reflectioas of the light barn and slight movements of the 
liquid surface are more pronounced at the shallow angles. Also, such small 
angles tend to magnify the effect of any errors in the establishment of the refer- 
ence points as well as backlash in the gear system. Therefore, there is some 
uncertainty as to the exact magniWde of the verg low angles obtained in the 
cryogenic tests. However, for the phy~ical phenomena affected by wetting such 
as c:q)illaly pulllping, boiling, ctc., thc important parameter is thc cosinc of 
thc contact anglc. Consequently, the small crrors associated with the vcry low 
angles should be insignifican,; in physical applications. 
The cryogcnic contact angle results do not absolutely rule-out thc fcasi- 
bility of a non-wetting cryogeaic heat pipe. However, in the interest of devel- 
oping a high performance static cryogenic heat transfer system within the con- 
tract period, the non-wetting concept was abandoned and the development of a 
cryogenic heat pipe which utilizes a "wetting arterial wick structure'' was 
~ r s u e d .  
Section 4 
DEVELOPMENT OF A CRYOGENIC ARTERIAL HEAT PIPE 
The "non-wettingf concept was originally selected for development because it 
offered potential start-up advantages in a cryogenic heat pipe, Since the efforts to 
establish a non-wetting cryogenic liquid/solici combination were unsuccessful, the 
development of a high performance cryogenic heat pipe with a "wetting" wick structure 
was pursued. An arterial design was selected because its ability to operate as a com- 
1 posite wick had been demonstrated with conventional flurds. A discussion of the design, 
analysis, and testing of an experimental heat pipe with an arterial wick and nitrogen 
working fluid is  givzn in this section, 
A. Design and Analysis 
An arterial wick whose cross section is shown in Figure 4-1 was inserted into 
a 91 cm long x 1.27 cm 0. D. , 6061-T6 a i u m i n ~ . ~ ~  tube, The tube has 19 approximately 
0.1 mm dee? screw-thread grooves per cm of length which provide circumferential dis- 
tribution of the liquid. Two hundred (200) mesh stainless steel screen was used to farm 
the 1.6 mm artery diameter, A s  will be discussed, the artery diameter was determined 
so that during start-up maxrmum heat transport would be provided by the open artery 
using nitrogen as the working fluid. 
The analysis of the maximum heat transport capability of an arterial heat pipe 
is hued on the same considerations as discussed in Section 2, In this case, however, 
the liquid losses do~niaate and the vapor transport factor (NV) in Eq. (2-13) is replaced 
by the liquid transport factor %. Also, the effect of a gravity head LB no longer negli- 
gible and must be taken into account. Thue, as derived in Ref. 2, the maximum tram- 
port capabfiity of an artery can be determined from 

where elevation head - - P L g H  7 E ca~mar~ WW@ - 2 6
*P 
For an artery adjacent to the wall and at the bottom of the tube, aa shown in Figure 4-1, 
theelevation (E) isgivenby 
3), i t c a n ~ 3 3 8 ~ t h a t ~ 0 ~ ~ ( 2 ) i a ( E q s .  ( U ) a n d [ b e ) *  Also, thevapor 
flow area and l@radic diameter are ratber large for this design a d  therefore the 
Thc transport cqmbili@ of the open artery is therefore subtantially lower than when 
it is fully primed and, haseci upon the previous aggumptiam, is given by 
with 
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This is approximately tu ice the averagc physical pore radius of 200 mesh screen and 
is consistent with effective pumping radii established for various wick materials, 
B, Test &tug 
The heat pipe was tested in a vacuum chamber to eliminate excessive convective 
heat leaks, A schematic of the system is shown in Figure 4-3. All  tests were conducted 
at a vacuum pressure of less than 20 microas with the walk  of the chamber at room tem- 
perature, Prior to testing, the condenser end of the test heat pipe was inserted into a 
tank (approximately 2 liters) aod sealed using a Swagelk fitting, The tank was used as 
a reservoir for the liquid nitrogen bath which served as a heat sink for the heat pipe 
during testii, A resistance heater, electrically insulated from the heat pipe, was 
wrapped annud the other end of the pipe to provide a uaiform heat input section. 
Chromel-alumel WrmOaxqiles were peened into small localized aluminum weld beads 
located on the outside surface of the tube, All thermocouples were located at the top of 
the tube during testing, 
The individual heat pipe and cootant reservoir were wrapped with multilayer 
blankets of super-insulation, mounted on a support frame, leveled, and inserted into 
the chamber as shown in Figure 4-4. OIhce bide  the chamber, the Met a d  outlet 
ports of the reservoir were aUached to vacuum feed-througbs which extend to the out- 
side of tbe dmdxr. The Met  tube is - via a vacuum insulated line to a liquid 
nitrogen sto- m e l ,  Gaaeoas nitrogen is vented to the atmaphem through the out- 
let. A similar umecthm o~rrs made between a coiled stainless steel tube attached 
to the evaporator end aad the external gatmas nitmgen sapply. The stainless steel 
oloilwa8usedtOrrpfnfmr4Rtbebecrtl~totBs~ratoretd, 


Electrical fccd-through were used to connect the hcatcr and thcrrnocoup1c.s 
to thc external instrumentation. A thcrn~ocouple vacuum gauge was used to monitor 
the pressure within the chamber, and the pressure within the heat pipe was measured 
with pressure gauge #2 in Figure 4-3. The gauge adjacent to the reservoir was used 
to indicate the pressure of the s t o r a p  volume in order to determine the amount of 
nitrogen gar, transferred to the heat pipe. 
The orientation of the heat pipe was changed by adjusting leveling pads which 
support the entire chamber. A surveyor's transit was used to check the level by 
sighting on opposite ends of the chamber. 
C. Start-up 
The procedure for charging the heat pipe consists of first filling the liquid nitro- 
gen reservoir surrounding the condenser section of the pipe, therein initiating the cooling 
.of the pipe. A mass of nitrogen gas is then transferred from the storage reservoir to 
the heat pipe where it begins to fill the wick structure (either grooves o r  artery) and the 
gas-liquid interface advances toward the evaporator end, The mass of gas added to the 
heat pipe is determined using the Ideal Gas Law 
In addition to the mass of nitrogen working fluid in the heat pipe, this mass includes the 
nitrogen gas in lines, connectors, etc, , between the evaporator end and valve $2 in Fig- 
ure 4-3. However, this additional mass is-very small, amounting to less than 3% of the 
total charge. 
The start-up of the arterial heat pipe is illustrated by the data in Fi@uw 4-5. 
One minute after the nitrogen gas was introduced the liquld/vapor interface had advanced 

approximately 10 cm downstream from tho condenser section, and the transport section 
had bcgun to cool down. The temperatures at the evaporator end experienced a s l i m  
increase initially because the nitrogen gas was somewhat warmer than the heat pipe 
wall. Within sevcn minutes the interface had advanced to the upstream end of the 
e- ~porator, and after eleven minutes the eaiire heat pipe was essentially isothermal 
at the liquid nitrogen temperature (77'~). After twenty minutes (not shown in Figure 
4-S), the heat pipe was completely isothermal. 
Once the heat pipe had become asentially isothermal its orientation was ad- 
justed so  that the evaporator was ai some elevation above the condenser and power 
was applied in small increments wltil burnout was observed. Tests were conducted 
to determine the maximum heat load that could be transported at various evaporator 
elevations and to determine the temperature profile associated with different heat loads. 
D. Test Results of Arterial Heat Pipe 
The heat pipe was tested at various liquid nitrogen charges to establish the 
minimum charge under which the artery would prime. This minimum charge was 7.2 
gms. The maximum heat transported versus elevation is shown in Figure 4-6 for the 
various nitrogen charges. The experimental heat transport capability is significantly 
lower than that predicted for an arterial pipe without screw threads. For the effective 
pumping radius determined from the room temperature hydrostatic test, the theoretical 
static elevation (q = 0 )  of the closed artery with nitrogen is 3.75 cm. This is in reason- 
ably close agreement with extrapolation of thc: experimental data, and the differences 
could be attributed to exprimental error  associated with either the hydrostatic wickhg 
test or the cryogenic testa. However, the 1a1.p discrepancies between the experimental 
and theoretical values at tbe lower evaporator elevations cannot be accounted for by 
. 
FIGURE 4-6 
MAXIMUM HEAT TRANSPORT VS. ELEVATION 
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expcrimcntal error.. Thcso differences could be attributed to three factors: 
(l) The screw threads are limiting the heat pipets transport capability. 
(2) Nucleate boiling at the higher heat transfer rstes. 
(3) A puddling effect at the lower elevations. 
The possibility that the threads are limiting is indicated by the axial temperature 
data shown in Figure 4-7 for various power levels. As the electrical power is increased 
the two thermocouples located nearest to the evaporator end cap begin to rise above the 
other thermocouples. The first T/C is located beyond the artery and tends to indicate 
dry-out when power is applied. This dry-out and correspondin, increase in temperature 
extends back to the second T/C, while the remainder of the evaporator section is iso- 
thermal with respect to the adiabatic section of the heat pipe. Only the beginning of the 
evaporator experiences a significant increase in temperature and therefore the artery 
is supplying liquid adequately to the remainder of the evaporator section. The artery 
must have been primed in order to sustain these heat loads with the evaporator elevated. 
Consequently, this drying out of the threads can only be explained by their inability to 
sustain the heat load and elevation head. 
There is also a possibility of nucleate boiling occurring in the screw-threads 
at the low evaporator elevations and hi& heat transfer rates. The temperature drope 
in t h t  evaporator initially increased linearly with heat transfer rate (Figure 4-8). A s  
the heat transfer rate iacreased, however, a point was reached where the slope of the 
AT vs, heat input relationship increased, The AT'S were not large enough to indicaw 
that the artery had awned; and, therefore, this point could be the initiation of nucleate 
boiling in the screw threads. This boning could eventualu result in the opening of the 
of the artery and heat p i p  faflure. 
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Altho~gh the screw-threads could bc limiting thc bcat pipe's pcrforrnancc, the 
maximum heat tramported sbouid vary lincarly with elevation if the capillary limit 
applies. However, the performance data at the lawer elevations (4 0.7 cm) is some- 
what better compared to a linear extrapolation of the remaining data. This improved 
performance is probably due to a puddling effect which is mast pronounced at shallow 
elevations. The presence of a puddle reduces the transport length and the hydrostatic 
head that must be supported by the capillary punping and hence increases the heat 
transport capability, 
The maximum heat trznsport capability of this system, based on a linear extrap- 
olatioc of the dab, is 1500 ratt-cm, After the heat pipe had burned out at the dift'erent 
elevations, it was releveled ami allowed to isothermalize. The evaporator was then 
elevated to s;,proximately 2.5 cm above the condenser, and a small amount of heat was 
applied to establish whether the artery had reprimed. Repeated start-up was obtairied 
in at least 90% of the cases. 
-The heat pipe temperature drops vs. heat input for the tests with a 7.2 gm nitro- 
gen charge are shown in F i e  4-8. The vapor temperature p$ is defined as the linear 
average of T/Cfs #6, fl, and C8, Tkrmocouple #S is amsidered inaccuraix? and therefore 
was not included in the averae, The zaaximum evaporator temperature drop is &fined 
as the difference between T/C #l and TV; the condenser temperature drop is defined as 
the difference between T and the liquid nitrogen bath (77%); sad the maximum temper- 
- ature drop across tk beat pipe is defined as the sum cf the evaporator aed coodenser 
temperature drop- 
J The maxZmun evaporator temperature drop variea linear& with heat input up to 
2 0 pcr hr-ft - F). Above 14 watts the tcmperaturc- difference increases abruptly, indi- 
cating a partial dry-out of the screw-threads. 
The condenser temperature drop varies linearly with input power from 1°c at 
4 watts to 4 ' ~  at 25 watts. Since this difference includes the temperature Crop between 
the outer wall of the condcnscr section and the l i q ~ d  nitrogen bath, the minimum con- 
2 0 2 0 denser axlductulce for this design is O.U6 watts/cm - C (200 BTC'/hr-ft - F). The 
total temperature drop hcrp-s from ~ O C  at 4 watts to 1 8 ' ~  at 25 watts. 
Scction 5 
COXCSUSIOXS AND RECOM3IIEh'DAT IONS 
The use of a non-wetticg wick structure has potential start-up advantages in a 
ciyogenic heat pipe since full pump* power is available upon the onset of condensation 
of the cryogenic working fluid. However, contact angle measurements of liquid nitrogen, 
oxygen, and Frcon 13 on various low energy surfaces which have the best potential for 
0 being aon-werting were all less than 30 . Since contact angles greater than 90' are  re- 
quircd for non-wetting, the development of a heat pipe which employs a wetting arterial 
wick was pursued b e c a s e  of its potential high performance capability. Performance 
tesl were conducted with an experimental heat pipe whose arterial wick had been 
designed such W during start-up maximum heat transport would be provided by the 
open artery *using nitrogen as the working fluid, Once primed, the cryogenic arterial 
heat pipe e.xhibW a heat transport capability well in excess of the projected rsquire- 
ments for spacecraft applications using cryogenic heat pipes. This high performance 
was combbed with a good overall therwl oonductance and a relative insensitivity to 
gravity. 
The following tasks are recommended ta further the development of cryogenic 
az-terial heat pipe technology: 
Per--arm additional tests with the experimental model to establish 
the reliability of start-up 
Perform further analysis to account for the effect of the screw 
threads on the heat pipe's heat transport capability 
Formulate an analytic model which predicts the transient perfor- 
mance of a cryogenic heat pipe system 
a Design, fabricate, and test a second generation arterial heat pipe 
which has been optimized for maximum heat transport based on the 
result8 of the preceding tests and analyses. 
Scction G 
NEW TECHNOLOGY 
The esperimental heat pipe developed under this program was the first heat pipe 
which employs an arterial wick to have been proven operational at cryogenic tempera- 
tures. The arterial wick operates on the llcomposite wick principletf and is therefore 
cap&le of si,eficantly better performance than that afforded by conventional wick 
structures, This improved performance includes high heat transport capability com- 
bined with high overall thermal conductance and relative insensitivity to gravity. 
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